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DEVELOPMENT OF A RECOMMENDED PRACTICE FOR SPLASH AND SPRAY 
EVALUATION OF HEAVY TRUCKS 

l.OINTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Over the past 10 years a consensus has arisen among researchers, test engineers, 
and motor vehicle organizations from evaluation of designs and devices for control of 
splash and spray from heavy vehicles in wet weather. This consensus is that such testing 
requires full-scale vehicles, control of variables such as water depth, pavement, wind 
direction and velocity, ambient temperature and humidity, and vehicle speed. Methods 
for measuring splash and spray production consist of either laser transmissometers or 
digitization of the loss of contrast produced on a target pattern by interposition of the 
spray cloud between the camera and the target. At issue is which method of 
measurement is more reliable, and whether either are valid with respect to highway 
visibility. Much of the test procedure and data analysis for laser transmissometer 
measurements of splash and spray have been refined and standardized through four 
years of such testing by the Texas Transportation Institute of the Texas A&M University 
System. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives of this project were to settle the issues identified above in . a test 
program developed specifically for that purpose, and then to draft a Recommended 
Practice for consideration by the SAE through its cognizant committees. 

APPROACH 

Task 1: Development of Image Digitization Technology 

Task 1 consisted of developing an image digitization capability redundant with the 
laser transmissometer. This task involved software development, plus an upgrade to an 
existing digitization card purchased as a part of the last MVMA Splash and Spray 
project. The work resulted in a real-time or videotape data reduction capability that 
permits a figure of merit to be derived from each splash and spray run. This effort was 
performed by the Machine Vision Laboratory of the Industrial Engineering Division of 
the Texas Engineering Experiment Station, under the direction of Dr. J.W. Foster. 
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Task 2: Splash and Spray Test Program 

Task 2 consisted of a splash and spray test program which involved two test 
vehicles. One was a relatively heavy spray producer, the other representative of current 
aerodynamic technology in the control of splash and spray. These vehicles were run 
under every available condition of wind direction and velocity. Both laser and image 
digitization measures were taken during all runs. These diverse measurements were 
subjected to statistical analysis to establish the relationships among them, and to what 
extent each measurement is a predictor of any of the others. The product of this test 
effort is the definition of the best method of measurement, data reduction, and analysis 
for the Recommended Practice. The basic test methodology is described in Appendix A 

Task 3: Recommended Practice for Splash and Spray Evaluation 

Task 3 consisted of the preparation of the draft Recommended Practice for 
consideration by MVMA and then by SAE for adoption. The Recommended Practice 
for Splash and Spray Evaluation of Heavy Trucks is provided in Section 6 of this report. 
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2.0 TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURES 

2.1 Variations from Established Practice 

The reader is referred to Appendix A, which provides a detailed 
description of the history and present state-of-the-art in evaluating splash 
and spray from heavy commercial vehicles (Koppa and Pendleton, 1987). 
This section will summarize those ways in which the setup and procedures 
differed from the past methods. 

Exhibit 1 depicts the general layout, taken from a high vantage 
point 100 or more yards away. The test surface is the same one which 
(with minor _resurfacing) has served since 1984. The laser 
transmissometers are in the same location that they have been since 1986, 
parallel to the test surface, with lasers and photocells spaced 50 feet apart. 
The checkerboards originally used in 1984 have returned to the setup, 
although they have been moved from just uprange of the photocells to 100 
feet downrange from the photocells. During the course of the project they 
were moved several times, in order to assure that the shadow of the 
vehicle did not fall on the checkerboards and ruin the image digitization 
process. These checkerboards preclude visual estimates of amount of 
spray that in one form or another were used in previous tests. The 
checkerboards block the view of the target at a distance as described by 
Koppa and Pendleton (1987). Hence the chase car with on-board 
observers was not used in this methodologies study. 

Another change depicted in Exhibit 2 is the use of a digital 
computer to manage and reduce data from each run, very shortly after the 
run is complete. The laser photocell outputs and outputs from the wind 
sensors are amplified and then go through an analog-digital conversion 
board in the small (8088 processor) personal computer that has been 
dedicated to splash and spray testing. A program in BASIC developed by 
R. A Zimmer (Appendix F) samples output at the rate of 25 seconds 
during a test interval with is initiated by the test vehicle interrupting an 
infrared beam at the extreme uprange end of the 450 foot test surface. 
The computer times out 4 seconds later when the vehicle is clear of the 
test surface. Thus 100 observations are made of each sensor's output 
during the test interval. The laser transmissometers are automatically 
calibrated by the test conductor's inputing a control character just before 
the vehicle breaks the IR beam. The calibration process consists of 
occluding the laser by means of a shutter (Exhibit 3 ), with the resulting 
low voltage output from the photocell (Exhibit 4) designated 0 
transmittance. When the shutter is opened and the beam thus 
unobstructed, the computer assigns the value 100 per cent to the high 
voltage reading from the photocell. 

After the test run, the computer writes the entire file of 100 
observations to disk, together with time and date. Input on temperature, 
humidity, and vehicle speed is added by the test conductor. The program 
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also provides summary information on the run. This consists of the lowest 
transmittance for each laser, with the wind direction and velocity at the 
calculated moment at which the vehicle reaches the laser beams. The file 
is in standard ASCll format, suitable for analysis by any standard statistical 
package. 

Exhibit 5 is a tabulation of a typical run, illustrating the 
organization of a data file generated by the Zimmer program. 

A black-and-white television camera was mounted in a waterproof 
housing between each pair of lasers (Exhibit 6). The camera took in the 
view shown in Exhibit 7. Note that the "mailbox" photocell housings have 
been camoflaged to minimize their effect on image digitization, by being 
painted flat black on the camera side (Exhibit 8). The same cameras have 
been used every year since 1985, but have been moved downrange to 
provide a more unobstructed view of the spray cloud against the reference 
checkerboard. 

Each of the variables studied in the project, and the provisions 
made in the setup and procedures to do that evaluation will be discussed 
in the sections that follow. 
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EXlllBIT 5: Contents of Data File for One Run Page 1 of 3 

Notes: 1. First line gives run number, speed, temperature, humidity, 
date, time run was complete 

2. 2nd thru 1011ine provides data from sensors each 1/25 
second: Laser 1, 2, 3, 4, wind speed (MPH), wind direction 
(degrees), and special data channels 1-4, here used for 
the two extra anemometers. On this run, the extra 
anemometers were not operating 

3. Last line gives lowest observed transmittance for each 
sensor, and "9999" to close file 

287 55 75 67 10-26-1989 11:22:47 
99 99 104 100 12 173 -5-4 -1772 -4 
99 99 105 100 12 173 -5-4 -1771 -4 
99 99 105 100 12 173 -5-4 -1776 -4 
99 99 105 100 12 173 -5 -4 -1771 -4 
99 98 105 100 12 173 -5 -4 -1768 -4 
99 98 105 100 12 173 -5-4 -1772 -4 
99 98 106 100 12 173 -5 -4 -1769 -4 
99 98 106 100 12 173 -5 -4 -1771 -4 
99 98 106 100 12 173 -5 -4 -1765 -4 
100 98 107 100 13 172 -5 -4 -1767 -4 
100 98 107 100 13 172 -5 -4 -1771 -4 
99 98 107 100 13 172 -5-4 -1774 -4 
99 98 108 100 13 171 -5 -4 -1771 -4 
99 98 108 100 13 170 -5 -4 -1768 -4 
99 98 108 100 13 170 -5 -4 -1768 -4 
99 98 108 100 13 169 -5 -4 -1768 -4 
99 98 108 100 13 169 -5 -4 -1759 -4 
99 98 108 100 13 168 -5 -4 -1765 -4 
99 98 109 100 13 167 -5 -4 -1771 -4 
99 98 108 99 14 166 -5 -4 -1776 -4 
99 98 108 99 14 166 -5 -4 -1776 -4 
99 99 108 99 14 165 -5 -4 -1773 -4 
99 98 108 99 14 165 -5 -4 -1776 -4 
99 99 108 100 14 165 -5-4 -1772 -4 
99 99 107 100 14 165 -5 -4 -1768 -4 
99 99 106 100 14 165 -5-4 -1770 -4 
100 99 106 99 14 165 -5 -4 -1770 -4 
100 99 105 100 14 165 -5-4 -1776 -4 
100 99 104 100 14 165 -5-4 -1766 -4 
100 99 103 100 14 165 -5-4 -1769 -4 
100 99 103 100 14 165 -5-4 -1760 -4 
100 99 102 100 14 165 -5 -4 -1762 -4 
100 99 102 100 14 165 -5 -4 -1773 -4 
100 99 102 100 14 165 -5-4 -1773 -4 
100 99 101 100 14 165 -5 -4 -1774 -4 
100 99 101 100 14 166 -5 -4 -1775 -4 
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100 99 101 100 14 166 -5-4 -1775 -4 
100 99 101 99 14 166 -5-4 -1772 -4 
100 99 101 99 14 166 -5 -4 -1777 -4 
100 99 101 99 14 166 -5 -4 -1773 -4 
100 99 102 99 14 166 -5-4 -1768 -4 
100 99 102 99 14 166 -5-4 -1771 -4 
100 99 102 99 14 165 -5-4 -1776 -4 
100 99 102 99 14 165 -5-4 -1774 -4 
100 99 101 99 14 165 -5 -4 -1775 -4 
100 99 101 99 14 164 -5 -4 -1774 -4 
100 99 101 99 14 163 -5-4 -1769 -4 
100 99 101 99 14 163 -5-4 -1772 -4 
100 99 101 99 14 162 -5-4 -1771 -4 
100 97 98 99 14 161 -5 -4 -1764 -4 
100 93 93 99 14 160 -5 -4 -1775 -4 
100 87 88 99 14 159 -5 -4 -352 -4 
99 81 83 99 14 158 -5 -4 -248 -4 ' 
96 72 74 99 14 158 -5 -4 -158 -4 
93 59 65 99 14 157 -5 -4 -192 -4 
90 48 56 99 14 157 -5 -4 -318 -4 
85 44 51 99 14 157 -5 -4 -187 -4 
79 44 51 99 14 156 -5 -4 -243 -4 
74 44 55 99 14 156 -5 -4 -689 -4 
73 44 60 99 14 156 -5-4 -474 -4 
74 44 60 99 14 156 -5 -4 -1082 -4 
75 42 56 99 14 157 -5 -4 -883 -4 
74 41 52 99 14 157 -5 -4 -1171 -4 
70 41 53 99 14 157 -5-4 -1124 -4 
65 41 57 99 14 157 -5 -4 -1250 -4 
61 40 64 99 14 158 -5 -4 -1328 -4 
60 36 71 99 14 158 -5 -4 -32 -4 
60 33 76 99 14 159 -5 -4 -196 -4 
59 33 79 99 14 159 -5 -4 -190 -4 
61 33 81 99 13 160 -5 -4 -831 -4 
64 32 84 99 13 161 -5 -4 -1141 -4 
67 32 88 99 13 161 -5 -4 -899 -4 
70 31 91 99 13 161 -5 -4 -1216 -4 
73 29 93 99 13 163 -5 -4 -1359 -4 
73 27 94 99 13 163 -5 -4 -1394 -4 
72 30 95 99 13 164 -5 -4 -1446 -4 
72 35 96 99 13 165 -5 -4 -1239 -4 
72 40 98 99 13 167 -5-4 -1362 -4 
70 42 99 99 13 168 -5 -4 -1412 -4 
67 43 99 99 13 169 -5 -4 -1414 -4 
67 43 99 99 13 170 -5 -4 -1215 -4 
71 44 98 99 13 170 -5 -4 -1348 -4 
77 47 98 99 13 170 -5 -4 -1344 -4 
81 50 97 99 13 170 -5 -4 -1500 -4 
83 52 97 99 13 170 -5 -4 -1461 -4 
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83 53 96 99 13 
84 54 95 99 13 
85 53 95 99 13 
87 53 95 99 13 
88 53 95 99 13 
87 52 95 99 13 
86 52 95 99 13 
85 51 95 99 13 
85 51 95 99 1.3 
85 50 94 99 13 
86 51 94 99 13 
86 51 95 99 13 
85 52 95 99 13 
85 53 95 99 13 
85 53 94 99 13 
59 27 

170 -54 -1441 4 
169 -5 4 -1473 4 
169 -5-4 -1464 4 
169 -5 -4 -1484 -4 
168 -5 4 -1523 -4 
167 -5 4 -1495 4 
166 -5-4 -1490 4 
165 -5 -4 -1546 -4 
165 -5 -4 -1542 -4 
164 -5 -4 -1531 -4 
164 -5 -4 -1584 -4 
163 -5 -4 -1595 -4 
163 -5-4 -1620 -4 
163 -5 -4 -1572 -4 
162 -5 -4 -1576 -4 

51 99 
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2.2 Variables Studied in This Project 

2.2.1 Test Vehicles--MVMA and Others 

Three test vehicles were used in this project. Ford Motor Company 
provided an ALS-9000 Aeromax tractor with a matched 102 inch wide by 
48ft van trailer, shown in Exhibit 9. This vehicle was expected to provide 
superior results (low spray). An available TI1 vehicle was also used. This 
vehicle is a 1976 Peterbilt cabover 4 x 2, which was hitched to an old 96 by 
45 ft trailer purchased for a future crash test. This vehicle, expected to be 
a very poor performer (high spray), is shown in Exhibit 10. The gentleman 
posed by this vehicle is Mr. Jack Carmichael of the Ford Motor Company, 
who was the Ford point of contact during the project. 

In addition to these two vehicles used in the MVMA project, a 
manufacturer of after-market add-on devices contracted with TTl to test 
their prototype devices, using the MVMA setup. The agreement with this 
manufacturer was that data obtained in pursuit of the objectives of that 
project could also be used in this MVMA sponsored methodologies 
project. No attempt will be made here to describe the proprietary aspects 
of these devices, but rather to treat them as vehicle treatments which 
might or might not be significantly different from one another. The 
vehicle was a 1979 Ford CLT 9000 6 x 4 hitched to a 96 inch by 45 foot 
van trailer. The various add-on devices were installed for evaluation on 
this vehicle. Four variations plus baseline (no devices) were tested. 

2.2.2 Wind Speed and Direction Sensor Location 

The 1987 paper by Koppa and fendleton (Appendix A) describes 
the location of the anemometer used to measure wind speed and direction. 
One of the critiques that was made of the TTI methods of conducting 
splash and spray evaluations was the location of this wind sensor (Stein, 
1988). In response to this observation, two additional wind speed 
measurement devices were installed in the approximate locations used by 
Systems Technology, Inc. (Johnson, Stein, and Hogue, 1985). These are 
shown in Exhibit 11. Unlike the "airplane" style anemometer used at the 
remote location, these are orthogonal style devices, which measure the 
east-west and north-south wind components. Resultant wind direction and 
velocity requires vector algebra. All three wind sensors are sampled at the 
rate of 25 per second during a test run. 

2.2.3 Pavement Water Depth 

A study by Gallaway (and many others) called Tentative Pavement 
and Geometric Design Criteria for Minimizing Hydroplaning (Gallaway, et 
al, 1975) gives some empirical data for water depth on various kinds of 
pavements with different geometric conditions, some of which pertain to 
(approximately) the test pavement. The test section has a cross slope of 
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1% and a longitudinal slope of somewhere between 0 and 1%, which 
yields a flow distance of 19.8 feet (the pavement is 18 feet wide). The 
texture of the asphaltic concrete was specified to be 0.03 inch. These data 
are plotted in the accompanying graph, which has been fitted with a 
quadratic function (Exhibit 12). 

A cursory look at this plot suggests that Til has been simulating a 
rain condition which approaches frog-strangler intensity (2 inches of rain 
per hour). Rainfalls exceeding 1 inch per hour even along the Coast 
happen less than five days out of the year. Based on these data a water 
depth of 0.02 inch was designated for the "low water" condition in the 
splash and spray tests. If such a depth provided reliable data, it would 
simulate a more realistic wet pavement situation than the one heretofore 
used in splash and spray testing. 

Thus two depths were co-varied with other test conditions in the 
study. These were 0.02 inch (low water) and 0.05 inch (high water, the 
depth that was originally established in 1984 (Koppa and Pendleton, 
1987)). To control and vary water depth, a manifold and flow sensor was 
added to the water distribution system (Exhibit 13). The actual depth 
measurements continue to be made by a capillary gauge at six randomly 
designated spots in the region 60 feet uprange of the lasers, where the 
water is picked up by the test vehicle. The measurement of depth 
procedure is shown in Exhibit 14. 

2.2.4 Temperature and Humidity 

Although both temperature and humidity at the test setup have 
always been taken in a periodic fashion, no systematic analysis of the 
effects of these atmospheric conditions in splash and spray testing has ever 
been done. In order to study the effects of these two interrelated 
conditions as a covariate, data was taken on each run, and manually input 
to the data file. The sensors were simple weather instruments mounted in 
a shaded housing outside the test trailer (Exhibit 15). 

2.2.5 Video Image Digitization 

One objection to laser transmissometer readings which has always 
been voiced is the very narrow beam which samples only a small fraction 
of the total spray cloud., Four sensors provide four very small samples of 
the cloud from which a generalized statement about the splash and spray 
performance of the vehicle must be made. A method for extracting data 
about the entire cloud which results in quantifiable measurements would 
appear to be very desirable, to either replace or supplement the laser 
setups. Also, lasers are delicate and temperamental, require a regulated 
power supply, and must be aligned very accurately. 

Inspired by a paper by Luyomba and Sheltons (1987), considerable 
effort was launched by Til early in 1989 to develop a capability to extract 
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information from a digitized television image of the spray cloud against a 
reference background. The 1984 MVMA tests used checkerboard 
reference surfaces to make both still and motion pictures of the spray 
cloud, but these data provided only qualitative area type information about 
splash and spray. Til funded an Rand D effort by the Machine Vision 
Laboratory of the Texas Engineering Experiment Station to develop the 
necessary hardware and software to obtain a Figure of Merit analogous to 
the minimum laser transmittance which has been used for each sensor's 
response to the spray cloud during a run. This effort continued during the 
project, and resulted in a complete system for extracting such data from 
television recordings. The system is completely described in Appendix E, 
but can be summarized as follows. 

The process begins with the 30-frame-a-second record made by an 
analog video cassette recorder. The camera feeding the signal is adjusted 
to disable automatic gain control (which essentially acts to optimize 
contrast, and thus defeats the purpose of image digitization to evaluate loss 
of image contrast). One of the cameras used in the study inadvertently 
was left in the AGC-on mode, which resulted in very puzzling data! This 
was corrected after Run 286, and all results of image digitization are based 
on data obtained after 287. The system operator reviewing the data is 
cued as to when to enable the image digitization process by the onset of 
an indicator light at the comer of each of the checkerboards (Exhibit 16). 
This light is triggered by a movement detector at the truck reaches the 
lasers (Exhibit 17). · 

The program (written in C for a 386 personal computer) is capable 
of storing six frames at any given time as an array of numbers 
corresponding to pixels, which are the "grain" in a television image. Each 
pixel brightness and location is stored as a separate entry. The analog 
frame image is grabbed by an A to D board, reduced to the array, and 
stored to memory. The brightness of each pixel is encoded by a number 
between 0 (dark) and 256 (white). When the file of pixels is plotted in a 
frequency distribution by brightness, a black/white strong contrast image 
such as a checkerboard looks like a bimodal distribution, as sketched in 
Exhibit 18. There is a peak near the white end of the range of pixel 
brightnesses, corresponding to the white checkers, and another peak at the 
lower end of the range, corresponding to the black checkers. This 
distribution can be characterized by its mean or average pixel brightness 
value, and, by the standard deviation or root-mean-square error around 
that mean value. H some substance like a cloud or mist is interposed 
between the camera and the checkerboard, the resulting array of pixel 
brightnesses changes, because the strong contrast of white and black 
checkers is grayed out Hence the distribution changes shape and even 
begins to look like a bell-shaped curve with a mean brightness somewhat 
below the bimodal mean, and a much smaller standard deviation. This 
situation is also shown in Exhibit 18. Thus the mean and standard 
deviation of a baseline high contrast image can be compared in some way 
with the mean and standard deviation of the same image obscured by a 
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EXHIBIT 18 
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spray cloud to derive a figure of merit that says something about the 
quantity of spray being produced. Further manipulation of these number-S
was found to be necessary, as explained in the Results section below. 

2.2.6 Simplified Alternatives to the Downwind Rule 

One of the major areas of controversy over the years has been data 
reduction and transformation in splash and spray evaluation. This issue is 
discussed in Appendix A, but will be briefly recapitulated here. For every 
run, a time history of loss of air transmittance taken at a number of 
locations over a distance of 50 feet comprises the data. Since 1978, the 
approach has been to ascertain the minimum transmittance during a run 
for each sensor, and take that number as the figure of merit. There are 
other approaches for picking the numbers. Another way is to look for the 
lowest per cent transmittance for any of the sensors, and then take the 
transmittance for the other sensors in the same time frame. 

A Figure of Merit 

The real area of concern arises after the data point for each sensor 
is designated. How to combine or select these data points so as to come 
up with a single figure of merit (FOM) which says something about the 
amount of spray observed on that run? One approach is to take all the 
data points and summarize them by means of an arithmetic or geometric 
mean. It has the merit of being very simple and straightforward, and of 
using all the data on a run. On the other hand, if there is any cross wind 
component at all, the spray is blown almost exclusively on the downwind 
side of the test vehicle. This is corroborated by the real-life condition 
observed by any motorist driving near a heavy truck in wet weather: the 
upwind side of the truck is the place to be! The all-data-point FOM has 
the disadvantage of artificially inflating the results of any run in which the 
spray is not spread evenly on both sides of the vehicle, but rather is 
concentrated on one side. The upwind percentage transmittances are near 
100 per cent (no spray) and those high numbers drag the whole mean 
upward. The result is that the data points that depict where the spray is 
not to be found dominate the data, and very little discriminatory power 
exists to tell one vehicle from another. Thus in one sense the approach is 
conservative, in that only very great differences between vehicles can be 
detected. 

The Downwind Rule 

The other approach is, very simply, to go where the spray is, and 
take only that data on a given run. Either the wind data or the 
magnitudes of the data points themselves provide the criteria for deciding 
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where the spray is. The Downwind Rule (Koppa and Pendleton 1987) has 
been used for several years. Experience has shown that the spray cloud is 
symmetrical about the test vehicle until wind velocities exceed 3 MPH. 
Over that speed, the recorded wind direction dictates which data points 
are used to compute the FOM. For winds coming from a direction no 
more than 5 degrees either side of the vehicle path either uprange or 
downrange, all four laser readings are used; otherwise only those two laser 
readings on the downwind side of the vehicle are used to calculate the 
FOM. This reflects the tendency of tailwinds to spread out the spray 
cloud on either side of the vehicle, headwinds to put the water in a narrow 
band on either side, and crosswinds to concentrate the water almost 
exclusively on the downwind side of the spray producing vehicle. 

Geometric vs. Arithmetic Mean 

The calculation uses either the arithmetic mean (average) of the 
two or four data points, or the geometric mean. The geometric mean is 
the nth root of n data points multiplied together. The geometric mean is a 
somewhat obscure statistic which was devised to handle non-normal 
distributions or lognormal distributions of data. It has the distinct 
disadvantage of going to zero if any data point is zero, a situation which 
only arises when a test vehicle produces a typhoon of spray that saturates a 
sensor. Since the spray distribution falls off as approximately the inverse 
square of the distance from the vehicle, it has made sense in the past to 
calculate the FOM by means of the geometric mean. In actual practice, 
little difference has ever been noted in calculating the FOM using either 
type of mean. 

Alternatives to the Downwind Rule 

The need for an anemometer to measure wind direction and 
velocity was called into question during this methodologies study. Would 
it be possible to ignore wind as a measured variable, and inspect the data 
in a systematic way to determine which data points to use? If one follows 
the logic of going where the spray is, then it should be possible to simply 
pick the lowest data point or points on a run, and assume that that is in 
fact where the spray went. Thus a simplified Downwind Rule is the 
Regardless of Wind (ROW) Rule. Two strategies of ROW are possible: 
one (ROWl) is to take the two lowest readings and summarize for the 
FOM. The other strategy (ROW2) is simply to take the lowest reading 
during a run, and call that the FOM. 
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2.3 Test Log 

The following Table summarizes the runs made under this contract 
and the related test project for an add-on device manufacturer. 

Date RLI'l Nos. Truck Water Depth Conments 

9-29-89 1 - 3 Ford 0.0511 Mishap scrubbed day 
10-2-89 4 - 15 TTl 0.02 
10-2-89 16 - 25 TTl 0.02 
10-2-89 26 - 44 Ford 0.05 
10-2-89 45 - 50 Ford 0.02 
10-3-89 51 - 77 Ford 0.02 
10-3-89 78-90 TTl 0.02 
10-3-89 91 -101 TTl 0.05 
10-4-89 102-104 Ford 0.05 
10-4-89 105-115 Ford 0.02 
10-4-89 116-121 TTl 0.02 
10-4-89 122-129 Ford 0.05 Textured Flaps 
10-4-89 130 Ford 0.05 No data 
10-4-89 131-132 Ford 0.05 Textured Flaps 
10-6-89 133-136 Ford 0.05 Checkerbds moved 60 1 dwnrange 
10-9-89 137-141 Ford 0.02 
10-11-89 142-149 Ford 0.05 
10-11-89 150-168 Ford 0.02 
10-11-89 169 Ford 0.02 Data lost · 
10-11-89 110-1n Ford 0.02 
10-12-89 173-178 Ford 0.02 
10-13-89 179-183 Ford 0.05 Checkerbds moved 100 1 dwnrng 
10-13-89 184-188 TTl 0.05 
10-14-89 189-209 Ford 0.02 Anemometer moved to track 
10-14-89 210-229 Ford 0.05 
10-18-89 230 Ford 0.02 
10-18-89 231-242 Ford 0.05 
10-18-89 243-245 Ford 0.02 Water depth not correct-hi winds 
10-19-89 246-263 TTl 0.05 
10-20-89 264-277 TTI 0.02 
10-20-89 278-280 TTl 0.05 
10-24-89 281-285 TTI 0.05 
10-25-89 287-306 TTl 0.05 Fletcher Fenders (special) 

11-13-89 307-318 F 0.05 Tests for Add-on Device Mfr 
11-14-89 319-330 NF 0.05 
11-14-89 331-342 F 0.05 
11-15-89 343-344 FMOD 0.05 High wind scrub 
11-16-89 345-354 NFTT 0.05 
11-16-89 355 NFTT 0.05 No laser data 
11-16-89 356-364 NFTT 0.05 
11-16-89 365-375 FMOD 0.05 
11-16-89 376-379 FMODFL 0.05 
11·16-89 380 FMODFL 0.05 No laser data 
11-16-89 381-387 FMODFL 0.05 
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3.0 RESULTS 

3.1 Wind Measurement, Water Depth, and Temperature/Humidity 

3.1.1 Wind Measurement 

This analysis was done for the most part by studying the data file 
for each run which is illustrated in Exhibit 5. Comparisons were made of 
what the remote anemometer, located nearly 200 feet from the test section 
indicated for wind direction and speed, vs. what the orthogonal 
anemometers mounted on the checkerboards read at the moment that the 
test vehicle, as evidenced by the sudden change in laser readings, was in 
the test section. After Run 131, the reference checkerboards were moved 
downrange to take them out of the shadow of the approaching truck, and 
thus the orthogonal anemometers were no longer in the vicinity of the test 
section. Mter Run 188 the remote anemometer was moved to a location 
on the right side of the test section, where it remained. This move was 
made because the comparisons of remote located vs. checkerboard winds 
were sufficiently different to call into question the accuracy of capturing 
wind data remote from the test section. Since wind data has been very 
grossly categorized into four direction quadrants and no more than three 
levels of velocity in analyses done in past projects, it is felt that the 
conclusions of previous studies still are valid. Better accuracy of wind 
readings will, however, assist linear regression analyses in which velocity 
and direction are handled as continuous variables. 

SUMMARY: Wind parameters are better measured at a location near the 
test section. If they are so measured, the data will have to be recorded 
automatically rather than read from displays, since the gust of the vehicle 
passing will change readings radically and abruptly. 

3.1.2 Water Depth 

Water depth was used as an independent variable in both types of 
analyses (described in Section 3.2). Neither analysis showed any significant 
contribution of water depth to level of spray, at least for the two values 
used in this study. A typical Analysis of Variance Duncan Test for this 
variable is provided as Exhibit 19. 

EXHIBIT 19 

DUNCAN GROUPING MEAN N DEPTH 

A 54.121 141 0.02 
A 
A 50.322 128 0.05 

Note: Means with the same letter are not 
significantly different 
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As was discussed in Section 2.2.3, a water depth of 0.02 inch is 
closer to the reality of wet pavements in rain, rather than the 0.05 inch 
used heretofore. It is difficult to measure depths much shallower than 0.02 
inch, and wind tends to move the water around more than it does in the 
deeper case. On the other hand, the deeper water depth takes twice as 
much water, and tends to be dangerous for chase cars and possibly test 
vehicles themselves, with the potential for hydroplaning. Evidently the test 
vehicle can take up just so much water in its pass through the test section, 
and thus the extra water on the pavement is wasted. 

SUMMARY: no convincing evidence could be found that there is any 
difference in spray generation for either truck for the two depths tested. 
Hence the recommendation is to use the more realistic shallower depth as 
a standard test depth from now on: 0.02 inch. 

3.1.3 Temperature/Humidity 

Since temperature and humidity were inversely correlated, as 
expressed in the commonplace observation that as the temperature rises, 
the relative humidity goes down, it was decided to use the factor that 
directly relates to fog or spray persistence in the air, humidity. 
Accordingly humidity was used as a predictor variable in the multiple 
regression analysis described in the next section (3.2). It was found to be a 
significant contributor to the variance, .and should be recorded as a 
covariate (i.e., a correction factor) in future studies. As the per cent 
humidity recorded decreased, the observed spray density also decreased. 
The correction factor to be applied to the final FOM is 0.08 per cent 
transmittance adjustment per 1 per cent humidity change. 

SUMMARY: Relative humidity as a percentage should be recorded and 
included in analysis as a covariate. 
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3.2Analysis of Variance vs. Linear Regression Analytic Techniques 

Two basic approaches to the analysis of the MVMA and device 
manufacturer data were used in this research: Analysis of Variance and 
Linear Regression. 

3.2.1 Analysis of Variance 

Since 1984, TI1 researchers have used the time-tested procedures 
for statistical analysis that are collectively known as Analysis of Variance 
(ANOV A). These are statistical techniques that are used to study the 
variability of experimental data in order to evaluate whether or not 
differences in that data are attributable to different conditions or 
treatments under which the data were obtained. The data are measures of 
a dependent variable, such as laser transmission readings. These readings 
are taken under different circumstances: different vehicles, different 
treatments on those vehicles, and other factors which may or may not 
make a difference in the data. The researcher's hypothesis is that none of 
these circumstances make a difference in the data; variability (variance) 
seen in the data is just due to chance, not to the effects of the different 
circumstances, i.e., the independent variables. This is called the null 
hypothesis. The essence of the ANOV A technique is to partition the 
variance of the data in such a way as to perform a test of significance of 
each of the estimates of variance that have been partitioned as compared 
to the variance of the entire set of data or some subset thereof. This test 
of significance is called the F-Ratio. An F-Ratio close to 1 means that the 
variability of the partitioned data is comparable to overall variance in the 
data set (="error" variance), hence any differences must be due to chance. 
A larger F-Ratio suggests that some systematic effect (namely the 
independent variable under investigation) was affecting the observations. 
A special F distribution allows the researcher to evaluate the magnitude of 
this ratio and make an estimate of the probability of getting such a ratio 
under his null hypothesis of no difference among the treatments. 

Actual mathematical models for ANOV A used for analyzing Splash 
and Spray data are more complicated than the very simple description 
given above; but the basic idea is the same: evaluate the differences in 
transmission data obtained under each vehicle configuration against a null 
hypothesis of no difference. The ANOV A procedure used for all Splash 
and Spray research has been the General Linear Models (GLM) program 
of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) developed by the SAS Institute, 
Inc., of Cary, North Carolina. GLM is a flexible, robust advanced version 
of ANOV A, which is able to provide meaningful comparisons of conditions 
even when treatment-combination cells do not have equal numbers of 
observations in them. 
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3.2.2 linear Regression Models 

Overall and Klett (1972) provide the following introduction to 
multiple linear regression: 

"Multiple regression and multiple correlation are methods used to 
study the relationship of a single quantitative dependent variable (criterion 
measure) to several independent variables (predictors). The independent 
variables are frequently called predictor variables because of the usefulness 
of multiple regression methods for developing equations to predict the 
value of a future event, say college-grade point average, from knowledge of 
the scores for an individual on several independent variables such as 
grades in high school courses. . .. the multiple-regression model can serve as 
the basis for testing a variety of hypotheses concerning the nature and 
strengths of effects of several independent variables on a quantitative 
dependent variable. The analysis of variance and analysis of covariance are 
special cases of general linear regression analysis (emphasis added), and ... 
regression analysis has what are perhaps its most important applications in 
evaluation of the effects of a variety of variables which cannot be subjected 
to experimental control but which are nevertheless of primary importance . 
... the problem in multiple regression is to define a set of weighting 
coefficients B 1, B2, ... ,Bp such that the average discrepancy of the 
estimated value (of the dependent variable) mean about the actual 
standard-score value (of that same variable) is a minimum. The least 
squares solution defines a set of weighting coefficients such that the sum of 
squared deviations of estimated scores about the actual observed scores for 
the dependent variable is a minimum." 

Thus the essence of the technique is to develop an n-dimensional 
linear equation which brings in each independent variable as a term in that 
equation. The values of these variables (whether continuous, e.g., wind 
speed, or discrete, e.g., truck configuration) are multiplied by weighting 
coefficients which express how much contribution each variable makes in 
predicting how much spray is produced. By use of powerful iterative 
techniques available through SAS, the values of these weighting 
coefficients (called Beta weights) can be adjusted so as to provide the best 
fit equation. Provided sufficient observations are available to allow a 
thorough analysis of how changes in values of the independent variables 
affects the dependent variable, predictions can be made using the derived 
equation as to how values of the independent variable not actually tested 
affect the dependent variable., Thus theoretically wind speeds and 
directions not available during a session of testing can be plugged into the 
regression equation to predict the spray figure of merit. On the other 
hand, the values of the beta weights give information as to how important 
a particular variable is in predicting the dependent variable's value. If a 
particular factor, e.g., water depth, has a very low value B weight, it can 
probably be dropped from the equation. This is equivalent in the analysis 
of variance paradigm to saying that there is no significant difference 
between or among the various values of that variable. 
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3.2.3 Comparison of Results 

For the main MVMA funded study, the results of the two 
independent analyses were similar. With the Analysis of Variance 
technique, Exhibit 20 summarizes the findings with the Downwind Rule 
("Rule 4") selected data as the dependent variable. This analysis used a 3-
way factorial model, with TRUCK (configuration), SPC (wind speed 
category:low, med, high) and DIRC (wind direction category: head, tail, 
cross L, cross R) as independent variables. The SAS output for these 
analyses may be found in Appendix D. 

EXHIBIT 20 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLE 

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQ MEAN SQ F VALUE Pr>F 
TRUCK 1 6764.57 6764.57 22.17 0.0001 
SPC 2 1601.76 800.88 2.63 0.0745 
DIRC 3 8257.83 2752.61 9.02 0.0001 
TRUCK*SPC 2 1617.74 808.87 2.65 0.0726 
TRUCK*DIRC 2 4908.55 2454.28 8.05 0.0004 
SPC*DIRC 5 1583.93 316.79 1.04 0.3956 
TR*SPC*DIR 4 1620.34 405.08 1.33 0.2602 

Exhibit 20 tells us that the main variable of truck configuration, 
TRUCK, is highly significant, which means that the two trucks, FORD and 
Til produce reliably different amounts of spray, an average of 59.26% for 
the Ford, versus 41.38 for the ITI vehicle. The table also reveals that wind 
speed does not really enter in as a significant variable, but that wind 
direction (DIRC) very definitely does, and in fact interacts with truck type 
(TRUCK*DIRC). The trucks behave differently depending on which way 
the wind is blowing. On the other hand, wind speed and direction do not 
interact, which is hardly surprising. 

The multiple linear regression model (MLR) developed from the 
data of this study (Model 5 in Appendix C) may be written: 

M = 0.480 + 1.819Tl + 0.396T2 - 0.035ABS(GN) - 0.117ABS(GE) -
O.OllHUM + 0.1331*ABS(GE)- 0.0335TI*ABS(GE) 

in which Tl = 1TI Vehicle, T2 = Ford Vehicle, T3 = Ford with flaps, 
ABS(GN) = the absolute value of the north-south component of wind, 
ABS(GE) = absolute value of the E-W component of wind, HUM = 
humidity, and I = is the regression line intercept. Taking values within 
the experimental range for each of these variables, and setting the Truck 
values to either 0 or 1 depending on which truck is to be evaluated, 
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Exhibit 21 provides predictions. for two sets of values for wind, humidity, 
and intercept. 

EXHIBIT 21 

Variable Value-set 1 Value-Set 2 
ABS (GN) 2 0 
ABS(GE) 4 0 
HUM 50 50 
I 0 0 

Treatment 
TTI 35.8 48.5 
Ford 47.4 85.3 

Thus both analyses discriminate reliably between the two test 
vehicles, and the multiple linear regression equation permits the researcher 
to do some "what if' scenarios with the independent variables, which 
cannot readily be done with the ANOV A analyses. The comparison 
between these two approaches changes, however, if data from a more 
complex study is used. 

In the add-on device manufacturer's study, the very significant main 
effect of TRUCK ~was analyzed by the Duncan Multiple Range Test to 
yield the results shown in Exhibit 22. 

EXHIBIT 22 

Duncan's Test Results 

Duncan Grouping 

A 
B 
c 
c 
D 

TRUCK 

FMODFL 
FMOD 
F 
NFTT 
NF 

Mean N 

76.77 11 
53.07 11 
39.01 24 
34.13 17 
8.81 12 

Note: Means with the same letter are not significantly 
different 

The Duncan test results can be misleading, however, because the 
number of observations under which each combination of wind direction 
and truck configuration were made were very unequal. Exhibit 23 provides 
this summary. 
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EXHIBIT 23 

TRUCK VALUES DIRC N Mean SD 

F South 6 71.46 4.74 
F Ea.st 6 45.75 19.30 
F West 12 19.42 9.74 
FMOD North 4 79.94 3.88 
FMOD West 7 37.71 22.16 
FMODFL North 7 79.57 3.07 
FMODFL East 3 73.73 9.25 
FMODFL West 1 66.00 
NF south 1 70.25 
NF West 11 3.23 4.20 
NFTT North 5 66.75 3.41 
NFTT West 12 20.54 13.11 

The reader cannot help but be struck by the very great interaction 
between wind direction (DIRC) and truck configuration in this study, and 
by the unequal representation of these treatment and wind combinations. 
The Duncan differences may be related to this fact rather than there being 
as much real difference among these conditions compared to the baseline 
NF or NFIT. The parallel multiple linear regression analysis done on the 
same data (Please see Appendix C) cannot reliably discriminate among any 
of the treatments, except baseline vs. all the others. Substitute into the 
regression equation different values for wind components (cross and 
down/up) and the predicted values for the different configurations shift a 
great deal. 

The conclusion that can be reached with this comparison is that 
ANOV A will work satisfactorily as the analytic tool for splash and spray 
research, but only if adequate numbers of observations (at least 6) are 
obtained for all the cells in the test matrix, which may not be feasible if 
the test vehicles are available for only a few days or a week. The wind 
may not shift enough to obtain data for all the treatment combinations of 
interest. But the regression model is no panacea either, because the fit of 
the linear equation to the data also depends upon a wide variety of 
observations under the various values that the predictor variables can 
assume. Otherwise the predicted values of the dependent variable are 
extrapolations outside the range of actual observation, and may not be 
accurate. However, the linear regression models do require less data (are 
more efficient) than the ANOV A models used in these studies. 

Another matter relates to the practicality of using ANOVA 
techniques vs. multiple linear regression. Researchers and test engineers 
have ready access to ANOV A, which can be accomplished using 
spreadsheet programs, or even a pocket calculator. Multiple linear 
regression demands the services of a statistician trained in the use of 
sophisticated computer programs such as SAS. 
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SUMMARY: Results using two very different but yet related approaches 
to analysis of the data are comparable if observations under each of the 
experimental variables under study are reasonably equal, but can diverge if 
cell frequencies vary greatly. The Analysis of Variance is less powerful 
and efficient than the much more sophisticated Multiple Linear Regression 
technique. Less statistically sophisticated researchers should stay with 
ANOV A techniques, using very conservative levels of significance, and an 
adequate number of runs under each combination of wind and truck 
configuration to assure reliable conclusions. Those with access to MLR 
programs and either the expertise or a statistician with that expertise 
should use multiple linear regression techniques as a powerful predictive 
tool. 
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3.3 Image Digitization vs. Laser Transmissometer 

After many different approaches to deriving a figure of merit 
(FOM) from the data generated by the image digitization procedure briefly 
outlined in Section 2.2.5, and fully documented in Appendix E, the 
following rationale was developed. Since both the mean and the standard 
deviation squared (variance) change as the amount of spray interposed in 
the picture changes in density, a little-used quality control statistic known 
as the Coefficient of Variation (CV) was used as the quantity from which 
the FOM was derived. The CV is simply the standard deviation divided by 
the mean or average. The ratio of the two CV's multiplied by 100 yields a 
FOM analogous to the percentage of laser transmittance. A correlation 
analysis (linear regression) between the two measures on the same runs 
yields a very high product-moment correlation coefficient of 0.85 where is 
1.00 is a perfect relationship, and 0 is no relationship at all. The two 
measures are evidently responsive to the same phenomena in the same 
way! With a correlation that high, it would not be expected that an 
analysis of variance would yield different findings using the two kinds of 
data, but just to be sure, such a comparison was run on the add-on 
manufacturer's data. Exhibit 24 provides the summary tables for the , 
analyses using laser data vs. image digitization data. · 

Image digitization lends itself to an investigation of the relationship 
between the CV ratio observed during a truck pass on the test section and 
loss of visibility for a driver. This relationship is in the process of being 
studied in a Master of Science thesis effort directed by Rodger Koppa. In 
this thesis by Captain Bruce Wright, USAF, digitized images of the 
checkerboards videotaped through viewports fogged to varying extents by 
interposition of layers of acetate sheeting will be digitized and CV 
calculated. These same viewports will then be used by human subjects to 
view both clinical targets to assess visual acuity and contrast sensitivity and 
actual traffic on a runway at the Texas A&M Riverside Campus. Thus it 
will be possible to say how much loss of visibility is produced by a given 
level of CV ratio measured for a particular truck configuration. However 
the high correlation with laser readings also make it possible to relate 
laser data with visibility directly. 

SUMMARY: Image digitization from videotape provides an alternative 
method to laser transmissometer data for evaluating splash and spray 
production from heavy trucks. Contrary to expectations the variability in 
the data from run to run is just as pronounced in the data derived from 
such digitization processing, and correlates very highly with laser data. 
There appears to be no compelling reason to prefer one method of 
measuring the spray cloud over the other, except that image digitization 
can be directly related to subjective loss of visibility. 
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EXIDBIT24 Downwind Rule Laser Data 

General Linear Models Procedure 
Class Level Information 

Class levels Values 

CON FIG 5 F FMOO FMOOFL NF NFTT 

WINDIR 4 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 

Number of observations in data set = 75 

Dependent Variable: RULE4 
Sun of Mean 

Source OF Squares Square F Value Pr > F 

Model 11 56585.13553 5144.10323 38.81 0.0001 

Error 63 8350.48613 132.54740 

Corrected Total 74 64935.62167 

R·Square c.v. Root MSE RULE4 Mean 

0.871404 28.30583 11.51292 40.6733333 

Source OF Type I II SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

CONFIG 4 7908.14092 19n.o3523 14.92 0.0001 
WINDIR 3 16468.61081 5489.53694 41.42 0.0001 
CONFIG*WINDIR 4 946.55398 236.63849 1.79 0.1429 

Duncan•s Multiple Range Test for variable: RULE4 

NOTE: This test controls the type I comparisonwise error rate, not 
the experimentwise error rate 

Alpha= 0.05 df= 63 MSE= 132.5474 
WARNING: Cell sizes are not equal. 

Harmonic Mean of cell sizes= 13.67459 

Number of Means 2 3 4 5 
Critical Range 8.805 9.258 9.556 9.770 

Means with the same letter are not significantly different. 

Duncan Grouping Mean N CON FIG 

A 76.m 11 FMOOFL 

B 53.068 11 FMOD 

c 39.010 24 F 
c 
c 34.132 17 NFTT 

D 8.813 12 NF 
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EXHIBIT 24 (Continued) 

General Linear Models Procedure 
Class Level Information 

Class Levels Values 

CONFIG 5 F FHOO FHOOFL NF NFTT 

\oiiNO IR 4 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 

Number of observations in data set = 68 

Dependent Variable: RULE4DIG 
Sun of Mean 

Source OF Squares Square F Value 

Hodel 11 36248.38564 3295.30779 23.23 

Error 56 7945.54555 141.88474 

Corrected Total 67 44193.93118 

Pr > F 

0.0001 

R·Square c.v. Root MSE RULE40IG Mean 

0.820212 31.10576 11.91154 38.2936765 

Source 

.CONFlG 
\llNOIR 
CONFIG•UINDIR 

OF 

4 
3 
4 

Type Ill SS 

5451.27887 
10983.28101 

839.48421 

Mean Square F Value 

1362.81972 9.61 
3661.09367 25.80 
209.87105 1.48 

Duncan•s Multiple Range Test for variable: RULE4DIG 

NOTE: This test controls the type I comparisonwise error rate, not 
the experimentwise error rate · 

Alpha= 0.05 df= 56 MSE= 141.8847 
\oiARNING: Cell sizes are not equal. 

Harmonic Mean of cell sizes= 12.3987 

Number of Means 2 3 4 5 
Critical Range 9.59 10.08 10.41 10.64 

Means with the same letter are not significantly different. 

Duncan Grouping Mean N CON FIG 

A 72.086 10 FMOOFL 

B 50.959 9 FMOO 

c 36.344 17 NFTT 
c 

D c 27.421 20 F 
0 
D 21.519 12 NF 
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3.4 Alternatives to Downwind Rule 

3.4.1 Data Transformations 

The dependent variable in splash and spray studies is a percentage 
or ratio that is constrained to vary between 0 and 100 including endpoints, 
and thus the distribution would not be expected to be anywhere near 
normally distributed (bell-shaped curve) if observations are near the end 
points, as they often are .. Very wet vehicles have very low transmittances, 
whereas very good vehicles (low spray) have very high numbers, over 80 
per cent. A regression model can thus give predicted numbers for the 
dependent variable that lie outside the range. A routine cure for this 
situation (which also can affect Analysis of Variance) is to effect a 
logarithmic transformation which helps to "normalize" the data. 
Theoretically, an even· better transformation is the Logistic Transformation 
which looks like this: 

WGIST{Y) = WG[Y/(100-Y)] 

which follows a normal distribution if the original variable Y follows a 
"beta" distribution, a very complex theoretical distribution which fits 
variables that are constrained in value to just a certain range, which is the 
case here. 

In past studies, Til has always analyzed the data using both 
untransformed numbers and log transforms. Most of the time (but not 
always) the conclusions were the same, and transforms have the 
uncomfortable restriction that interpretation of the results refers to the 
data as transfonned and not necessarily the original data. In order to 
compare results in this study, the data were analyzed by ANOVA in a 
three-factor model, TRUCK, WIND SPEED CATEGORY (SPC) and 
WIND DIRECI'ION CATEGORY (DIRC). The ANOVA results for 
untransformed data, a logarithmic transform of the data, and logistic 
transform of the data, and one other data manipulation, ROW2, to be 
discussed in 3.3.2, are presented in Exhibit 25. The SAS output supporting 
this exhibit may be found in Appendix D. Note that the Logistic 
transformation is closer to the untransformed F ratios and levels of 
significance than the log transform. A further discussion of the Logistic 
Transform may be found in Appendix C. 

3.3.2 Data Selection Rules 

The data collected on the main MVMA study was subjected to a 
correlational analysis. Three strategies were compared: (1) Regardless of 
Wind--pick lowest two sensor readings (ROWl); (2) Regardless of wind-
pick lowest single sensor reading (ROW 2); and (3) Downwind Rule--wind 
direction dictates either all four or two readings to summarize. The 
intercorrlation matrix is presented in Exhibit 26. 
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EXHffiiT25 DATA TRANSFORMATIONS 
1. ANOVA Run For 

* Untransformed Data 
* Log Transform Data 
* Logistic Transform Data 

UNTRANSF. 
Source Mn Sq F 

LOG 
Mn Sq 

LOGIST 
F Mn Sq F 

Row 2 
Mn Sq F 

TRUCK 6764.57 22.17• 1.17 10.31• 22.85 21.58• 7986.12 24.90• 
SPC 800.88 2.63 0.24 2.12 3.18 3.01 265.48 0.83 
DIRC 2752.61 9.02• 0.53 4.62* 5.40 5.11• 682.11 2.13 
TRxSPC 808.87 2.64 0.52 4.49 3.79 3.58 1594.97 4.97• 
TRxDIRC 2454.28 8.05• 0.75 6.47 5.94 5.60• 1445.13 4.51 
SPCxDIRC 316.79 1.04 0.30 2.62 0.51 0.47 175.70 0.55 
TRxSPCx 405.08 1.33 0.12 1.08 1.41 1.33 201.10 0.63 

• Pr < 0.01 



EXHIBIT 26 

CORRELATIONS AMONG RULES 

ROW 1 
ROW 1 1.000 

ROW 2 0.902 

ROW 3 0.784 

ROW 2 
0.902 

1.000 

0.885 

DOWNWIND 
0.784 

0.885 

1.000 

This matrix reveals that the two simplified rules correlate with each 
other very highly, but ROW 1 is less highly associated with the downwind 
rule. Less is lost, however, if ROW 2 is compared with the Downwind 
Ru1e. Lacking, of course, in all this is any completely independent 
criterion to which either could be compared to establish which one is 
better. All that can be said here is that ROW 2 is reasonably equivalent 
to the Downwind Rule. The last column in Exhibit 25 is the results of an 
ANOV A using ROW 2. Note that the significance of wind direction 
category drops out if ROW 2 is used, at least with these data. This could 
be expected, since the Downwind Rule takes in all four sensors if there are 
headwinds or tailwinds, which tends to raise the value of the mean 
transmittance. In contrast, ROW 2 only takes the lowest, and hence does 
seem to disregard wind. Thus it would appear that a simplification to the 
ANOV A procedure could be effected by adopting the ROW 2 rule. 

Image Digitization provides two CV ratios, which must either be 
averaged or one of the two selected, thus the same considerations apply as 
discussed above, except, of course, there is no ROW 1. 

SUMMARY: The Logistic transformation of the data should be computed 
and analyses made using both transformed and untransformed data. A 
judgement must be made as to which is more representative based on 
whether the spray is somewhere in the middle to the range or at the 
extremes. A simple alternative to the Downwind Rule is to take the 
lowest reading on each run as the figure of merit. If this simple rule is 
used, it may not be necessary to include wind direction as a variable in the 
analysis, although it will still enter a multiple linear regression model as a 
factor. 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions seem warranted from the study results: 

1. Wind parameters are better measured at a location near the test section. 
H they are so measured, the data will have to be recorded automatically 
rather than read from displays, since the gust of the vehicle passing will 
change readings radically and abruptly. 

2. No convincing evidence could be found that there is any difference in 
spray generation for either truck for the two depths tested. Hence the 
recommendation is to use the more realistic shallower depth as a standard 
test depth from now on: 0.02 inch. 

3. Relative humidity as a percentage should be recorded and included in 
analysis as a covariate. 

/ 

4. Results using two very different but yet related approaches to analysis of 
the data are comparable if observations under each of the experimental 
variables under study are reasonably equal, but can diverge if cell 
frequencies vary greatly. The Analysis of Variance is less powerful and 
efficient than the much more sophisticated Multiple Linear Regression 
technique. Less statistically sophisticated researchers should stay with 
ANOV A techniques, using very conservative levels of significance, and an 
adequate number of runs under each combination of wind and truck 
configuration to assure reliable conclusions. Those with access to MLR 
programs and either the expertise or a statistician with that expertise 
should use multiple linear regression techniques as a powerful predictive · 
tool. 

5. Image digitization from videotape provides an alternative method to 
laser transmissometer data for evaluating splash and spray production from 
heavy trucks. Contrary to expectations the variability in the data from run 
to run is just as pronounced in the data derived from such digitization 
processing, and correlates very highly with laser data. There appears to be 
no compelling reason to prefer one method of measuring the spray cloud 
over the other, except that image digitization can be directly related to 
subjective loss of visibility. · 

6. The Logistic transformation of the data should be computed and 
analyses made using both transformed and untransformed data. A 
judgement must be made as to which is more representative based on 
whether the spray is somewhere in the middle to the range or at the 
extremes. A simple alternative to the Downwind Rule is to take the 
lowest reading on each run as the figure of merit. H this simple rule is 
used, it may not be necessary to include wind direction as a variable in the 
analysis, although it will still enter a multiple linear regression model as a 
factor. 
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

This project was the most thorough study to date of the methods 
and data analysis approaches to splash and spray evaluation. Such studies 
advance the state-of-the-art and should be undertaken more often as an 
integral part of research programs. The next section provides a draft of a 
Recommended Practice for Heavy Truck Splash and Spray Evaluation, 
which incorporates what we have learned from this methodologies study. 

Further study of the image digitization approach should be 
undertaken to establish whether or not the method will work on the 
highway rather than on a specialized test setup. The laser transmissometer 
method is completely impracticable for such an application. If the image 
digitization technique can be made to be feasible, much more realistic 
validation of the results of splash and spray cloud measurement from 
heavy trucks can be implemented. 
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6.0 DRAFT RECOMMENDED PRACTICE FOR SPlASH AND 
SPRAY EVALUATION OF HEAVY TRUCKS 

6.1 Scope 

This Recommended Practice provides general specifications for 
instrumentation, test site layout, procedures, and data analysis for 
comparative evaluation of the amount of splash and spray produced by 
heavy commercial vehicles on wet pavements. Extrapolation or prediction 
of the absolute loss of visibility that would be produced by a test vehicle 
under actual operational conditions on the highway by means of the 
evaluation methodology herein specified is by inference only. 

6.2 Test Vehicles 

A test vehicle for evaluation for splash and spray production shall 
be a full-scale truck or tractor-trailer combination, fully operational and in 
excellent mechanical condition, capable of sustained operation at the speed 
required by the test protocol. Tires on the test vehicle ·shall at the 
minimum be in good condition, with at least 4/32 inch tread depth on all 
wheels. Tires shall be inflated to manufacturer's cold inflation 
recommended pressure prior to commencement of testing. Treatment for 
splash and spray control may consist of add-on devices or aerodynamic 
fairings or any combination of both. Treatment may also include special 
tires, variation of the distance between tractor and trailer and any other 
configuration or device that might have an effect on the amount of water 
that is picked up by a heavy truck from a wet pavement and then projected 
into the air as splash or spray. Any combination of such devices or 
fairings or configuration of the vehicle constitutes a treatment for 
evaluation. This evaluation is designed to compare one treatment with 
another. 

6.3 Test Site 

6.3.1 General Location and Layout 

Evaluation of splash and spray on heavy trucks requires a large area 
closed to other traffic, sufficient uprange distance to bring the test vehicle 
to a steady velocity in advance of the test section, and sufficient downrange 
distance to brake the test vehicle safely. Maneuvering space will also be 
necessary to ready the test vehicle for successive runs through the test 
section. All surfaces on which the test vehicle operates should be smooth 
highway surfaces at minimum grades in order to meet the criterion of 
reaching test velocity in advance of the test section. Direction of travel 
through the test section should be oriented as to be as close to 90 degrees 
as possible to prevailing winds in the area, so that cross winds predominate 
during testing. If possible, the test layout should be bi-directional, so that 
a test vehicle may be run in opposite directions on successive runs. This 
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permits relative wind direction to be varied by 180 degrees on the same 
test day. 

6.3.2 Test Section 

The Test Section shall consist of an asphaltic concrete surface with 
a clear path 12 feet wide by 400 feet long. The average texture depth 
shall be 0.030 inch, with a rib tire skid number of approximately 65 and 
smooth tire skid number of approximately 20, as measured according to 
ASTM Procedure E174. ·The Test Section shall have a cross slope of 1 per 
cent to assure even runoff of water, and shall vary in surface depth as little 
as possible consistent with good commercial practice for the construction 
of asphaltic concrete pavements. Slope in the direction of travel of the test 
vehicle shall be 0. 

Approach lanes for vehicle runup and braking shall connect with 
the Test Section such as to provide minimum discontinuity, through the 
use of suitable ramping. 

6.3.3 Water Supply and Distribution 

6.3.3.1 Supply 

The Test Section shall be provided with a steady source of fresh 
water. Up to 50,000 gallons may be necessary for a test day, with flow 
rates of approximately 50 gallons per minute. The water supply shall be 
regulated to maintain an even flow of + /- 5 gallons per minute. 

6.3.3.2 Distribution 

The Test Section shall be provided with a water distribution system 
capable of applying an even layer of free-flowing water on the pavement. 
The distribution system shall be located on the upslope side of the Test 
Section pavement, parallel to the test vehicle path. Any system of 
sprinklers, irrigation pipe, or other water distribution devices that is 
capable of placing the water on the surface may be used. The water 
distribution system shall deposit water on the surface such that (a) No 
splash or stream impinges upon the vehicle path through the Test Section, 
but the vehicle rather encounters a wet pavement exclusively; (b) the 
average depth of water through the entire Test Section is 0.020 inch, with 
a Standard Deviation of 0.005 inch, as measured at a minimum of six 
randomly selected locations in the vehicle path. 

6.4 Test Instrumentation 

6.4.1 Splash and Spray Cloud Measurement 

Measurement of light transmission through the spray cloud shall 
comprise the primary data for evaluation. Any type of laser beam may be 
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used to excite a photoelectric sensor, the voltage output of which is used 
as an indicant of light transmission. The laser devices shall either 
incorporate an internal regulated power supply, or shall be powered by a 
regulated external power supply to assure a steady level of power in the 
laser beam.. For safety, it is recommended that the power of the beam not 
exceed 5 milliwatt/cm1

• Four ( 4) such laser and sensor combinations shall 
be used to measure splash and spray. Laser and sensor shall be separated 
by at least the length of the longest vehicle which will be evaluated in the 
Test Sectio~ or a minimum of 50 feet. The four installations shall be 
located with respect to the vehicle path as shown in Figure 1. The four 
beams are located parallel to the vehicle path such that the splash and 
spray cloud is interposed between the laser and its respective sensor. The 
four beams are situated above the plane of the Test Section at a height 
which approximates the AASHTO Design Driver Eye Height of 3.75 feet. 

Each photoelectric cell excited by a laser beam shall incorporate a 
simple convex lens of a diameter equal to or larger than the patch of light 
produced by the laser at the specified distance from the photoelectric cell. 
The lens shall be positioned at a distance equivalent to its focal length in 
front of the photocell in the path of the beam such as to focus the laser 
beam on the surface of the photoelectric cell. A nominal focal length 
would be 4 diopters. 

Output from each photoelectric cell shall be filtered electronically 
before recording. The filter shall eliminate any frequency above 5Hz, and 
shall be at least 4th order in its response characteristics. This eliminates 
any transients or spurious data produced by large droplets of water which 
otherwise have a negligible effect on visibility. 

The laser transmissometers shall incorporate a provision to 
completely occlude laser beam impingement on the photoelectric cells in 
order to effect calibration. Linearity of photoelectric cell output shall be 
evaluated by means of photographic neutral density filters which are 
interposed in the laser beam, and filter ratings compared with light 
transmission as measured by the photoelectric cell. Complete occlusion of 
the beam = 0 per cent transmission; unobstructed transmission = 100 per 
cent. 

Laser devices and photocells should be mounted in water resistant 
housings, and shall be rigidly installed at the Test Section such that 
vibration and wind gusts from the test vehicle or prevailing winds do not 
affect measurements. 

Recording of the voltage output from the photoelectric cells shall be 
at a sample rate of at least 25/second, with a resolution of at least 1 part 
in 100 .. 

6.4.2 Wind Measurement 
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Figure 1. Lateral Placement of Lasers With Respect to Test Vehicle 
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Wind velocity and direction with respect to the path of the vehicle 
shall be continuously measured during a test vehicle pass through the Test
Section. Any anemometer set may be used that can measure wind from 0 
to 20 MPH, and wind direction within +I- 1 degree. Output from the 
anemometer set shall be recorded at a sample rate of at least 25/second 
compatible and synchronized with laser transmissometer readings such that 
a given observation of laser transmission can be associated with the wind 
velocity and direction prevailing at that same time. 

The anemometer set shall be located as shown in Figure 2. 

6.4.3 Humidity Measurement 

A hygrometer or other device capable of measuring relative 
humidity shall be located in the vicinity of the Test Section in a suitable 
housing to protect it from direct contact with either sun or rain. 

6.4.4 Water Depth Measurement 

Water depth may be measured with a precision scale, a capillary 
wetting device, or by electronic or optical methods, designed to measure 
with an accuracy consistent with the requirements of Paragraph 6.3.3.2. 

6.4.5 Test Vehicle Velocity Measurement 

Test vehicle velocity may be measured by a calibrated speedometer 
in the vehicle, a vehicle sensing device mounted just uprange of the laser 
transmissometers, or by a radar speed sensor. The use of a fifth wheel for 
such purpose must be viewed with caution, since splash and spray 
production could be affected. 

6.5 Test Procedure 

6.5.1 Test Plan 

The Test Plan shall identify each of the test vehicle treatments to 
be evaluated, the speed at which the evaluations are to be run, and the 
number of runs planned for each of eight combinations of wind conditions: 

Wind Velocity Wind Direction 

1. Low: 0 to 3 MPH Headwind: 350 to 010 Degrees 

2. Low Tailwind: 170 to 190 Degrees 

3. Low Left Crosswind: 191 to 349 Degrees 

4. Low Right Crosswind: 011 to 169 Degrees 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

High: 3 to 10 MPH 

High 

High 

High 

Headwind 

Tailwind 

Left Crosswind 

Right Crosswind 

Note that wind directions are referenced to the path of the test vehicle 
and not to compass directions. 

Any number of runs may be made under these eight wind 
conditions, subject to the following mandatory ground rules: 

1. All eight wind conditions should be obtained for a complete evaluation. 

2. A minimum of six runs under each test vehicle treatment shall be run 
under each wind condition. 

3. Valid data may not be obtained if the average wind velocity measured 
during the test interval (the time the vehicle is passing by the laser 
location) is higher than 10 MPH. Water depth control becomes difficult. 

6.5.2 Preparations for Test Run 

Each Test Run shall be preceded by calibration of laser 
transmissometers. Calibration is accomplished by occluding the laser 
beams and recording the output voltages from the photocells. This voltage 
for each cell represents 0 per cent. Then the laser beam is allowed to 
impinge on the photoelectric cell. This voltage reading for each sensor is 
recorded as 100 per cent. The difference between the two voltages is thus 
the sensor range for the test run about to occur. The calibration shall be 
accomplished within 2 minutes of the time at which the test vehicle is 
expected to arrive at the Test Section. 

Humidity and general wind conditions shall be noted at this time. 

6.5.3 Test Run Procedure 

The test vehicle driver is advised to drive the vehicle through the 
Test Section at the prescribed speed. Recording of laser and wind data 
shall commence when the vehicle enters the Test Section, and shall 
continue until the vehicle has exited the Test Section. 

A minimum of 5 minutes shall elapse between test runs, timed from 
the exit of the test vehicle from the Test Section until the entry of the 
vehicle on the succeeding run. 
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The vehicle path shall be driven such that lateral placement in the 
test section is within + / .. 6 inches on any given run. 

Water depth shall be checked every 3 runs at a minimum. 

6.6 Data Reduction and Analysis 

6.6.1 Data Reduction 

Data reduction for each shall consist of examination of each time 
history of transmission levels as measured by the laser transmissometers. 
The examination is to determine the minimum transmittance during the 
passage of the test vehicle through the Test Section. The minimum 
transmittance for each of the four lasers shall be recorded as the raw data 
for the run. The wind velocity and direction at the first time at which any 
of the lasers respond to the presence of the spray cloud shall be taken as 
the wind data for the run. 

6.6.2 Data Selection 

Wind velocity direction shall be the sole criterion for selection of 
which laser transmissometer data will be used for a run. The selection 
method shall be as follows: 

Wind Velocity Wind Direction Rule 

Low: 0 to 3 MPH Any Use all four sensors 

High: 3 to 10 MPH Headwind Use all four sensors 

High Tailwind Use all four sensors 

High Left Crosswind Use 2 right sensors 

High Right Crosswind Use 2 left sensors 

This procedure for selecting data to be used in the analysis is 
referred to as the Downwind Rule. 

The statistic derived from the sensor data shall be the arithmetic 
mean of four or two sensor measurements expressed as percentage of light 
transmittance calculated as follows: 
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where V rrwr. = voltage, unimpeded beam 
V min = voltage, minimum during run 
Vo = voltage, occluded beam 

Thus the final record for each run consists of the following data: 

(1) Run Number (2) Wind Velocity (3) Relative Wind Direction (4) 
Humidity (5) Downwind Rule Summary Laser Reading 

6.6.3 Data Transformation 

One other transformation of the data will often prove to be useful: 
the Logistic Transform, which is computed for each summary laser reading 
(expressed as per cent transmittance). This transformation is as follows: 

LOGIST(Y) = LOG[Y/(100-Y)] 

A minor correction for humidity may also be incorporated. A 
change of 1 per cent in humidity gives rise to a change of 0.08 per cent in 
transmittance, such a rise in humidity results in a fall in transmittance, and 
vice-versa. Changes in humidity of the course of a day of 30 per cent or 
less may be safety neglected, as being well within experimental error 
bounds. 

6.6.4 Data Analysis 

The statistical nature of splash and spray data requires somewhat 
complicated statistical tests of inference, the description of which are 
beyond the scope of this Recommended Practice. Only some general 
guidelines for analysis can be given here. 

6.6 .. 4.1 Variables for Inclusion in the Analysis 

The analysis, whether by any of the numerous procedures 
collectively known as Analysis of Variance, or by means of multiple linear 
regression models shall incorporate the following variables in the analysis: 

(1) Test Vehicle Treatment- Categorical variable 

(2) Humidity - Continuous variable if summary laser reading not already 
corrected 

(3) Wind Direction- Categorical or continuous variable 

( 4) Wind Speed - Categorical or continuous variable 
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In an Analysis of Variance paradigm, variables 1, 3, and 4 should be 
main effects with interactions, in a three-way factorial experimental design. 
Humidity can be handled as a correction factor on values of the dependent 
variable. In a multiple linear regression analysis, all these variables should 
appear as predictors of the dependent variable. 

6.6.4.2 Dependent Variables 

The dependent variable in splash and spray evaluation is the 
summary laser reading expressed as per cent transmittance, or its Logistic 
Transform. Analyses should be replicated using both variables, and results 
compared and reported. 

6.6.4.3 Levels of Significance 

Very conservative alpha levels (at least Pr < 0.001) should be 
adopted, since variance from run to run is typically high, before statistically 
significant differences among vehicle treatments are accepted as being 
reliably different for practical purposes. Careful evaluation of the results 
of analysis by a person trained in statistical methods and their 
interpretation will probably be required. 
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